The Wilmington Fire Department put their recruits and fire marshals through burn training in the Phase 5 prop. The students sat through fire behavior observation burns followed by live fire training evolutions.

11th Annual Hazardous Materials Training Workshop
“Educating Responders for Today and Tomorrow” May 11 & 12

Technical Large Animal Emergency Rescue
Awareness Course May 18 8A-5P
Operations Course
May 19 8A-5P, May 19 7p-10p, & May 20 8A-4P
To Register: https://statefireschool.delaware.gov/classes/

DSFS EMS instructors completed initial training on a new High Fidelity Manikin. The Hal™ manikin was purchased from Gaumard and will be utilized in a variety of EMS courses. This manikin will permit us to simulate various medical conditions that previously were unavailable to students.